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Abstract: Nitric oxide (NO) plays multiple roles in both normal and abnormal skin processes. Its
deranging disbalance is involved in the pathogenesis of multiple dermatologic diseases such as acne
vulgaris, pointing towards beneficial therapeutic directions. A novel NO-producing gel-formulation
was tested beneficial in the treatment of acne vulgaris in an open-label pilot study using clinical
evaluation scores. It showed a decrease of comedones and inflammatory pustulae and reduced
the Global Acne Grading System score by 50% within eight weeks. In addition, we demonstrate
a potential use as cosmetic agent where NO therapy leads to an increase of skin integrity and a
reduction of skin ageing processes.
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1. Introduction

Nitric oxide (NO) is a diatomic molecule that plays many roles in both normal and ab-
normal skin processes [1,2]. There is strong evidence that NO-releasing materials may serve
as new, unique therapeutic agents [3]. The skin’s cell population consists of keratinocytes,
endothelial cells, fibroblasts and other residing or circulating immune cell types. Nearly all
of them express isoforms of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) enabling NO production which is
essential for physiologic processes like antimicrobial defense, regulation of circulation as
well as erythematic response to ultraviolet light exposure [3–5]. While endothelial NOS
(eNOS) produces lower levels of NO, the inducible NOS (iNOS) produces larger amounts
of NO when stimulated by e.g., bacterial products or cytokines [6]. NO is furthermore
involved in creating the protective skin layer [3]. Therefore, NO is essential to maintain
skin balance.

1.1. Acne Vulgaris

Facial acne vulgaris is the most common skin disease in adolescents and adults and
a primary inflammatory disorder of the pilosebaceous unit of multifactorial etiology [7].
Four interrelated mechanisms are implicated in the development of acne vulgaris and
responsible for underlying skin disbalance: increased sebum production, alterations of
the follicular keratinization processes, inflammation and colonialization of Cutibacterium
acnes (formerly Proprionibacterium acnes) [8]. With its long-lasting psychological negative
effect, acne vulgaris has a negative impact on the patient’s quality of life [9]. Treatment
of acne reaches from mild topical cleaners to systemic treatment with antibiotic agents or
antihormonal therapies, resulting in a therapeutic burden for many patients [7].

Within a physiological range, NO possesses a concentration-dependent antimicrobial
and immunomodulatory bimodal activity [6]. However, using higher concentrations in
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topical application, NO demonstrates anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial properties, the
latter without the risk of generating microbial resistance [3,10].

1.2. NO as a Cosmetic Agent

Skin aging is, besides the biological age, dependent on the exposure to environmental
factors, which affect the skin by structural and functional changes resulting in known char-
acteristics like loss of elastic capacities, formation of wrinkles and loss of skin moisture [6].
Most of them being a target of cosmetic treatments. Due to its capability of restoring the
skin barrier, NO application increases skin moisture [3] and possesses the capability of
enhancing human collagen synthesis [4]. Due to its molecular size and distinct lipophilicity,
NO itself can easily penetrate the outer layers of the skin but its potency is limited by
its short half-life [3,6]. Therefore, different delivery platforms capable of stable release
over a defined time period have been developed. Acidified nitrate cremes use acidic
disproportionation for the release of NO, diazeniumdiolates act as direct NO-donators
while direct application of gaseous NO or NO-releasing nanoparticles represent another
way of application [6,11]. Nevertheless, the different application systems have limita-
tions including the risk of methemoglobin formation on diazeniumdiolates, expensive
and difficult release mechanisms in the case of gaseous formulation or technical issues
concerning production and acceptance of nanoparticles. We therefore designed a novel
NO-generating mutual-activating dual gel formulation and more fluid serum formulation
with enhanced penetrative and nutritive properties which was examined for preliminary
efficacy and proof of concept in mild to moderate acne (gel formulation) and as a cosmetic
agent (serum formulation).

2. Materials and Methods

A novel NO-producing dual component mutual-activating gel formulation with 1%
low molecular hyaluronic acid was examined for preliminary clinical efficacy on acne
vulgaris in a single-center retrospective study with an open-label proof-of-concept design.
The formulation was produced in pharmaceutical purity (>95%). The study was conducted
in the Department of Dermatology, University Hospital Essen. Retrospective analysis
of acne vulgaris patients was approved by the local ethics committee (20-9698-BO). For
clinical evaluation as a cosmetic product agent, another single-center open study was
conducted to assess the acceptability and efficacy of the investigational product after four
weeks of use of the serum-formulation. Due to cosmetic product testing, ethics committee
approval was not required. All subjects gave written informed consent for participation and
publication. Histological analyses of 4 mm-diameter intact upper arm skin were performed
using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. In-vitro (1 cm3 of each component) and
on-skin (7 cm2 skin surface) NO-production capabilities were proofed using a nitric oxide
chemiluminescent detector (CLD) [1,2].

2.1. Patient Population

Patients referring to our out-patients clinic for the treatment of acne vulgaris were
evaluated for the study. Ten consecutive patients of both genders were included in the
study. Inclusion criteria were: age between 18–50 years and clinical diagnosis of mild to
moderate acne, mainly located on the face. Each patient was instructed to apply a thin film
of the two components topical gel as a monotherapy twice a day for 12 weeks. The two
components were applied one after another and then mixed on the skin. Before topically
applying the medication, patients were invited to thoroughly wash their facial skin using
a gentle, nonmedicated cleanser, rinse with warm water and gently pat dry. Clinical and
instrumental evaluations were performed at the beginning of the treatment (T0), after four
weeks (T1) and after eight weeks (T2).
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2.2. Proband Population

The two components topical serum-formulation was tested in healthy volunteers.
11 women and four men (mean age 42 years) participated for clinical evaluation as a
cosmetic agent. After four weeks of twice daily facial application, participants completed a
questionnaire on the serum characteristics and effects. Skin samples were collected from
the identically treated upper arm section.

2.3. Efficacy and Safety Evaluation

The main outcome of this study on acne was a change in the acne lesion number.
Evaluation included the Global Acne Grading System (GAGS) to assess acne severity [12].
GAGS is a quantitative scoring system in which the final score is calculated by the sum of six
regional subscores, which in turn derives by multiplying an established factor for each facial
region [13]. Only patients suffering from mild to moderate facial were enrolled. Lesions
count, through which major acne lesions are independently assessed, were comedons,
papules/pustules and nodules/cysts [14]. The face was divided into several regions
such as nose, forehead, each cheek, and perioral region. Photographic assessment was
performed at each visit. The Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) [15] was assessed
at TO (beginning of treatment), T1 (4 weeks) and T2 (8 weeks). A questionnaire filled
by the patients to assess the tolerability of the product (excellent, good, fair, poor) and
the presence of side effects. For cosmetic evaluations, wrinkles, structural integrity and
smoothing of the skin relief were evaluated using a full face imaging system (Observ 520,
InnoFaith Beauty Sciences, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Images and H&E staining were
evaluated visually by experienced dermatologists.

3. Results
3.1. Measurement of NO-Generation

Using the closed CLD system, an in vitro mixture of 1 cm3 of each component resulted
in stable generation of NO, initially exceeding 23.847 ppb, resulting in a plateau phase
of >15 min (Figure 1). NO generation was, although decreasing, still detectable 30 min
after initial application. On-skin measurements on 7 cm2 intact skin showed comparable
generation of NO.
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Figure 1. Nitric oxide (NO)-generation of activated gel-formulation. In vitro mixture of 1 cm3 of each
component resulted in stable generation of NO, exceeding the upper limit of detection of 23.847 ppb
NO, resulting in a plateau phase of >15 min after activation time of approximately 60 s.

3.2. Clinical Evaluation of the Gel Formulation in Acne Vulgaris

A total of 10 consecutive patients (one male and nine female) were enrolled in the
study. Patients were assessed from June 2020 to October 2020. The mean age was 34.4 years.
All patients completed the study and there were no drop-outs. The GAGS score showed a
32% reduction from T0 to T1 and 50% from T0 to T2 (mean values 14.8 at T0; 10.1 at T1;
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7.4 at T2) (Figure 2a). The DLQI more than halved within four weeks from 3.2 points to
1 point, indicating only a minor remaining reduction in life quality (Figure 2b). After four
weeks of treatment (T1) the tolerability of the treatment was considered excellent according
to 40% of subjects; good according to 50% of subjects, and fair according to 10% of subjects.
No severe side effects were reported. Eight weeks of treatment reduced the amount of
open and closed comedones (mean reduction of 12.5 comedones (80% reduction)) as well
as inflammatory pustulae (mean reduction of 2.5 pustulae (65% reduction)) resulting in
an overall purer skin texture. Patient examples of improved acne disease are displayed in
Figure 3a,b.
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Figure 2. Clinical improvement of acne vulgaris. (a) The Global Acne Grading System (GAGS)
score was reduced by 32% after eight weeks of nitric oxide (NO)-producing gel treatment. (b)
The Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) more than halved resulting in an approximately 70%
reduction, indicating only a minor remaining decreased quality of life after treatment with NO-
producing gel formulation.

3.3. Clinical Evaluation of a NO-Producing Serum as Cosmetic Agent

The results of the efficacy questionnaire are shown in Table 1. Of note, 73% of the
participants stated that the product provided immediate hydration, 80% of participants
found that the skin appeared brighter, and 73% of participants found that wrinkles, if
present, had decreased or softened. The cosmetic qualities were evaluated favorably, and
86% of participants liked the product overall. Application of the product visually reduced
wrinkles and dry lines (Figure 4a). Furthermore, application over four weeks resulted in
an improvement of structural integrity with an increase of elastic fibers and an increase of
papillary dermis (Figure 4b) and smoothing of skin relief (Figure 4c). Overall changes are
indicated in Figure 4d. No abnormal clinical signs were observed in any patient after four
weeks of serum use.
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Figure 3. Improvement of acne vulgaris. Eight weeks of nitric oxide (NO)-producing gel formulation
treatment (T2) reduced the amount of closed and open comedones and inflammatory pustulae in
mild (a) and moderate (b) acne resulting in a purer skin texture.
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Figure 4. Clinical evaluation of nitric oxide (NO)-producing serum formulation as cosmetic agent. (a) Four weeks (T1) of 
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Table 1. Results of the efficacy questionnaire. 

Question of Efficacy Questionnaire Percentage 

“I felt an improvement in skin hydration” 73% 

“My lines and wrinkles have softened (are less notable)” 73% 

“The skin of my face looks brighter” 80% 

“The texture of my skin is improved” 86% 

“I liked the product overall” 86% 

“I would like to continue using the product” 86% 

4. Discussion 

Figure 4. Clinical evaluation of nitric oxide (NO)-producing serum formulation as cosmetic agent.
(a) Four weeks (T1) of application reduced wrinkles and dry lines significantly. (b) Four weeks of
application furthermore increased structural integrity and led to (c) an overall smoothing of skin
relief. Overall changes are displayed in (d). Scale bars: 50 µm.

Table 1. Results of the efficacy questionnaire.

Question of Efficacy Questionnaire Percentage

“I felt an improvement in skin hydration” 73%
“My lines and wrinkles have softened (are less notable)” 73%

“The skin of my face looks brighter” 80%
“The texture of my skin is improved” 86%

“I liked the product overall” 86%
“I would like to continue using the product” 86%
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4. Discussion

Acne vulgaris of the face is one of the most encountered diseases in all dermatology
and primary care practice and inherits a distinct disease burden with a high degree of
psychosocial anguish, even in its mild form [7,16]. Although improvements in medical
and nonmedical treatment have improved patients’ outcomes in severe acne vulgaris [13],
the treatment of mildly or moderately affected patients, that are not targets of aggressive
systemic therapies, is still challenging. With its four key pathogenic factors of increased
sebum production, alterations of the follicular keratinization processes, inflammation
and colonialization of Cutibacterium acnes [8], a treatment should address as many of the
pathogenic factors as possible. NO may here play a decisive role [3]. Our study clearly
demonstrates an improvement in acne lesions over an eight-weeks treatment period. Using
this novel NO-producing gel formulation, all patients experienced a significant reduction
of both inflammatory and noninflammatory lesions. No one reported major side effects.
The overall product tolerability was defined as “excellent” by 70% of the subjects at the
end of the treatment. This indicates a lower therapeutic burden. The observed effects may
be due to the antibiotic effects of NO and the inflammatory-modifying impact on even
preclinical inflammation by modifying the T helper cells activity as well as the inhibition of
inflammatory cytokines like IL-8 and IL-6 as well as TNF-α [3]. An inhibition of caspases
by NO leads to a suppression of NLRP3 inflammasome activity and thereby reduces the
expression of IL-1β. NO furthermore reduces the T helper 17 cell activity via reduced
expression of IL-17 and stimulation of regulatory T cells [17–20]. The effects of NO on the
pathogenic factor of (hyper)keratinization are discussed controversially [20,21] Effects of
NO on acne vulgaris [3,17–20] are summarized in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Disease-modifying effects of nitric oxide (NO) on acne vulgaris. The antimicrobial activity
leads to a reduction of Cutibacterium acnes colonization. It furthermore reduces inflammation and
lipid synthesis, contributing to an improvement of acne vulgaris disease.
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The promising results of the clinical evaluation as cosmetic agent point towards a
favorable use in beautifying as well as maintaining and protective effects and may, due to
its physiological functions, increase collagen synthesis in fibroblasts to decrease wrinkle
formation [22]. With its novel dual component mutual-activating stable-release formulation
we see benefits over other NO-generating formulations [6] It does not inherit the risk of
methemoglobin formation like diazeniumdiolates, it is as easy to use as common gel- and
serum-formulations and its applicability is not limited by technical limitations as seen in
direct application of gaseous NO.

Limitations of the Studies

Of course, some limitations apply to our exploratory open-label pilot studies. Not
designed with a placebo arm, the designs did not inherit a comparative trial of different
therapeutic strategies in both studies, clinical evaluation for treatment of acne vulgaris as
well as evaluation as a cosmetic agent. Eight weeks (acne vulgaris study) or four weeks
(cosmetic evaluation) of observational period may be too short for long-term follow-up
observation. Therefore, also because of the limited sample size, studies on larger patient
populations should be performed. Nevertheless, the patient population as well as the
proband population represent the common population presenting to general practitioners
and dermatologists, resulting in a good external validity.

5. Conclusions

The NO gel-formulation is an innovative topical acne vulgaris treatment with a
bimodal mode of action. It may perform its effects by inhibiting Cutibacterium agnes
proliferation as well as restoring the skin’s protective barrier and furthermore modifying
inflammatory activity. Due to its excellent tolerability, it may reduce the therapeutic burden
in acne vulgaris treatment. Furthermore, a NO-producing serum with increased fluidity
seems to be beneficial in the aging skin population. Both novel formulations may exhibit
benefits over other modes of application.
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